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What is the NCPA Innovation Center/CPESN® Community Pharmacy Fellowship?

It’s an intensive year-long training program, similar to an executive MBA program, 

open to all practicing pharmacists working at a community pharmacy.

Participating pharmacies can specifically hire a fellow or enroll a current employee 

in the fellowship. The fellows participate in regular discussion groups with the other  

fellows as well as educational webinars on core topics led by a centralized faculty, 

including luminaries who instruct on how to implement clinical services. The core 

curriculum is divided into three groups: practice transformation, management, and 

patient care. The enrollment period runs March-July.

Let those doing it…

“The fellowship program has had a HUGE 

impact on our practice. It has broadened my 

horizons as to what is possible and allowed 

me to learn about other services that help our 

patients, as well as our profits.”

— Hannah Mitchell, fellow,  

Banner Drug

“The NCPA/CPESN fellowship is essentially the leading experts 

and game changers from community pharmacy practice coming 

together to share what works and what doesn’t. It’s definitely unlike 

anything I’ve been a part of before. It has been eye-opening for me in 

many ways and has helped me to more fully understand some of the current 

issues surrounding community pharmacy, and how best to address them.”

— Brandon Beaver, fellow, McBain Family Pharmacy

What our fellows 

are saying!

Grow non-PBM  
revenue 

… Show you HOW
… Help you IMPLEMENT
… CONNECT you with peers

ALL without leaving home



SPONSORED BY GOOD NEIGHBOR PHARMACY

(2023-24 cycle)Timeline: 

Enrollment March - July 2023

Fellowship program September - August 2023/24

NCPA 2022 Annual Convention October 2023

Capstone project outlines due December 2023

Final capstone project due August  2024 

Enroll today at: ncpa.org/fellowship

COMMUNITY PHARMACY FELLOWSHIP 

Virtual educational “dyad”: One dyad is a recorded lecture paired with a live webinar, with a short assignment to complete 
before the webinar. Sessions will include topics such as implementation science, scaling the appointment-based model, and  
health care quality measures,  in addition to updates on common chronic diseases like diabetes, asthma, and depression.  

Virtual mentorship: Fellows will be placed in regular discussion groups as they build services at their pharmacies. These groups 
will be limited to 8-10 participants and focus on their capstone project. 

Capstone project: The pharmacy and fellow will decide on the focus of the capstone project during the first half of the fellowship. 
At the end of the fellowship year, the fellow will submit it in the form of an instruction manual, which will be added to the fellowship 
resources for past and future participants to review. 

Target applicants: Practicing pharmacists, working at a community pharmacy, who want to advance the practice of community  
pharmacy.

SCAN TO LEARN  MORE


